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Researchers  and  engineers  have  been  studying  self-adaptation  for over  a decade,  which  has  resulted  in a
vast  body  of  knowledge.  Nevertheless,  as  technology  progresses  and  software  systems  are  increasingly
integrated,  new  challenges  emerge.  Among  these  challenges  are  the need  for  new  theoretical  models
for  self-adaptation,  methods  to  verify  and  validate  self-adaptive  systems,  and  disciplined  engineering
approaches  to support  decentralization  of control  in  self-adaptive  systems.  Tackling  these  challenges
elf-adaptive systems
utonomic systems
elf-organization

requires  a cross-disciplinary  approach.  The  goal  of  this  special  issue  is  to provide  an  overview  of the state
of the  art  in  the  field  of  self-adaptive  software  systems.  From  61  submission,  13 papers  were  selected  for
publication.  These  papers  demonstrate  that  the  integration  of  different  research  fields  that  is  required
to  tackle  the  challenges  in  engineering  self-adaptation  is  underway.  We  offer  the  papers  of  this  special
issue  as  a benchmark  on the current  state  of the  art,  and  an  exposition  of  key  ideas  and  directions  for
further  work.
. Introduction

The house in which you live, the car you drive, the plane you
y, the TV you look at, are artifacts that have stable foundations.
hese artifacts, as many others we use in our daily lives, are phys-
cal: they are designed before they are built and used, and are
arely changed during their lifetime. Software is fundamentally
ifferent. Software is not a physical construct: it can easily be
odified at any time, even while it is in use. This modification

an occur in response to changes in requirements and operating
onditions. However, the growing complexity of software sys-
ems makes modifying them, while maintaining functionality and
uality of service, an increasingly difficult task to get right. The pri-
ary objective of self-adaptation is to enable software systems to

eal with changes themselves, autonomously. The key challenge is
hen: how to engineer such self-adaptive systems in a disciplined

anner?
Researchers and engineers have been studying principles of self-

daptive software systems for a long time. This has resulted in a vast
Please cite this article in press as: Weyns, D., et al., Introduction to t
systems. J. Syst. Software (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2012.

ody of knowledge. The ICSE 1998 paper of Oreizy and colleagues
s an important milestone in understanding the underlying funda-

ents of self-adaptation (Oreizy et al., 1998). The authors pointed
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out that self-adaptation requires a runtime representation of the
system that is kept in synchrony with the actual system. This run-
time representation allows the system to reason about itself and
adapt when needed. IBM’s autonomic manager (Kephart and Chess,
2003) and Rainbow (Garlan et al., 2004) are two influential exam-
ples that realize this idea. Various researchers have argued that
software architecture provides the right level of abstraction and
generality to deal with self-adaptation (Oreizy et al., 1999; Garlan
and Schmerl, 2002; Kramer and Magee, 2007).

As technology progresses and stakeholder requirements evolve,
software systems are increasingly integrated, within and across
ownership domains, posing new challenges for self-adaptation.

Recent community efforts have identified the need for new the-
oretical models for self-adaptation (Dobson et al., 2006; de Lemos
et al., 2012), methods to verify and validate self-adaptive systems
(Magee and Maibaum, 2006; Tamura et al., 2012), and disciplined
engineering approaches to support decentralization of control in
self-adaptive systems (Kramer and Magee, 2007; Weyns et al.,
2012) as key challenges, among others. Tackling these challenges
requires a cross-disciplinary approach (Cheng et al., 2009), where
the know-how from architecture-based adaptation is synergisti-
cally merged with know-how from domains such as control theory,
he special issue on state of the art in engineering self-adaptive
07.045

runtime verification, context-aware computing, self-organization,
and multi-agent systems. The goal of this special issue is to pro-
vide an overview of the state of the art in the field of self-adaptive
software systems. The call for papers was particularly successful
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nd attracted 61 submissions. All submitted papers went though a
igorous multiple-staged review process, and finally 13 high-
uality papers were selected for publication.

. Overview of the issue

The papers of the special issue cover a variety of topics in the
pace of engineering self-adaptive systems. We  have grouped the
apers in five categories based on key aspects considered in them:
ontrol loops, runtime models, decentralized control, formal foun-
ations, and integrated perspectives. However, these categories are
ot disjunct and several of the papers could belong to more then
ne category.

.1. Control loop

Patikirikorala et al. investigate a control engineering approach
ocusing on performance management of software systems. The
uthors present different types of control schemas and demon-
trate their usefulness in a range of experiments that were
erformed under different operating conditions. The paper by
racar et al. uses a feedback control loop to control the behav-
or of a satisfaction problem solving algorithm. It demonstrates
ignificant performance gain for two different NP-hard constraint
atisfaction problems. Peng et al. present a control-based method
or self-tuning of different quality properties. The authors employ
oal models that represent runtime requirements. These models
re used to make tradeoff decisions by a preference-based goal
easoning mechanism. The decisions are mapped to optimal archi-
ectural reconfigurations for the actual operating conditions.

.2. Runtime models

In their paper, Amoui et al. introduce a model-centric approach
o support fine-grained adaptations of software systems. Central
o the approach are graph-based models of the software that are
nterpreted at runtime to manage system adaptations. Wu et al.
resent a non-intrusive online monitoring approach to dynamically
nalyze data-centric properties for multi-participant service-based
pplications. The approach not only considers constraints on the
equence of exchanged messages, but also exploits the content
f messages. In this way, the approach extends existing moni-
oring patterns in the area of service-based systems. Abebe and
yan study dynamic offloading of computational tasks in perva-
ive environments. The authors present an approach where each
evice maintains a graph of components running in local memory,
ombined with an abstraction of components running on remote
evices. Evaluation of computationally heavy applications shows a
ignificant improvement in communication costs, memory needs,
ower consumption, and efficiency of adaptations.

.3. Decentralized control

Khakpour et al. present a framework to model large-scale
cosystems that integrates central control with self-organization.
he formal foundation allows combined used of model check-
ng at design time with runtime verification to verify structural
nd behavioral adaptation properties. This combined use of for-
al  methods at design time and runtime is necessary to manage

he complexity of the hybrid approach. Pruteanu and Dulman
Please cite this article in press as: Weyns, D., et al., Introduction to t
systems. J. Syst. Software (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2012.

resent LossEstimate, a fully decentralized approach that allows
nline estimation of communication failures in large-scale wireless
etworks. The estimates provide dynamic approximation of mes-
age loss in the network. This gossip-like approach exhibits small
 PRESS
and Software xxx (2012) xxx–xxx

communication overhead and fast convergence time for different
types of network topologies.

2.4. Formal foundations

Perz-Palacin et al. propose an adaptation framework that can
be used to reduce power consumption in a computing infrastruc-
ture by tuning the number of servers and their operating frequency.
The framework employs stochastic Petri Nets to guarantee a proper
balance between energy consumption and system performance.
In their paper, Xu et al. propose ADAM, an approach to identify
defects in context-aware adaptive systems. The approach moni-
tors runtime errors and relates the errors to responsible defects
in the application. ADAM relies on formally defined adaptation
semantics that are exploited by assert checkers to detect errors.
Analyzing what to monitor and when to adapt in order to guar-
antee requirements in complex domains is a difficult problem, so
Salifu et al. introduce an approach that encodes the monitoring
and adaptation problem as propositional logic constraints. A SAT
solver is then used to decide between monitoring and adaptation
options.

2.5. Integrated perspective

Hallsteinsen et al. present an integrated methodology and
development framework for adaptive software systems, focus-
ing on ubiquitous and dynamic computing environments. The
approach follows the model-driven paradigm and is supported
by a middleware that facilitates dynamic adaptations at run-
time. Cheng and Garlan introduce the Stitch language to express
repair strategies that map  to business objectives. These strate-
gies allow an architecture-based self-adaptation framework to
select a strategy for adaptation with optimal utility in a given
context.

This summary demonstrates that the integration of different
research fields that is required to tackle the challenges in engi-
neering self-adaptation is underway. Nevertheless, there remains
plenty of room for researchers to contribute to this undertaking,
and push the field forward. We  offer the papers of this special issue
as a benchmark on the current state of the art, and an exposition of
key ideas and directions for further work.
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